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MAGS Eagle 229Y   (HomoB,HomoP) LimFlex (50)
CD: 13 (.69)  BW: 1.8 (.81)  WW: 100 (.76)  YW: 158 (.76)  MK: 17 (.57)  CM: 9 (.57)  SC: 1.1 (.67)
DC: 23 (.14)  CW: 66 (.56)  RE: .05 (.25) YG: .32 (.31)  MB: .51 (.29)  $MI: 76
MAGS Eagle combines great performance, 942 weaning weight, with a flawless phenotype into a complete 
package that has no Rulon and no Lodestar. If you are looking for a bull to use on Rodemaster daughters, think 
about this straight-topped, good-legged son of Winston. Commercial or purebred its about pounds, its time to 
ante up, The Eagle has landed.

COLE Architect 08A   (B,HomoP) Purebred (93)
CD: 2 (.60)  BW: 2.7 (.81)  WW: 123 (.73)  YW: 172 (.73)  MK: 17 (.42)  CM: 7 (.45)  SC: 1.9 (.56)
DC: 21 (.10)  CW: 68 (.60)  RE: .78 (.46) YG: .06 (.31)  MB: -.32 (.62)  $MI: 55
Architect 08A has some of the best performance you will find in the Limousin breed. This purebred, sired by 
X-Rated and out of Lodestar daughter, can design the kind of calves that work for commercial breeders and 
seedstock producers. Think about designing the growth kind that are chock-full of performance. Some of the best 
calves in Coleman’s 2017 carload were Architects. 

TMCK Cash Flow 247C   (DB,HomoPP) Purebred (87)
CD: 9 (.56)  BW: 2.3 (.68)  WW: 103 (.55)  YW: 148 (.56)  MK: 21 (.42)  CM: 5 (.46)  SC: 0.6 (.26)
DC: 26 (.13)  CW: 57 (.54)  RE: .57 (.41)  YG: -.05 (.17)  MB: .28 (.60)  $MI: 72
TMCK Cash Flow was one of the most popular bulls in Tubmill’s Denver pen. This stout Wulfs Zane son has 
the figures and performance to make breed leaders. Weaning at 987 with nice balance in his EPDs and great 
conformation, Cash Flow combines growth and a fresh pedigree in a HOMO Polled purebred package. If your 
program needs an infusion, consider TMCK Cash Flow.

COLE Explorer 22E   (B,HomoPP) Purebred (87)
CD: 5 (.21)  BW: 2.1 (.24)  WW: 99 (.22)  YW: 141 (.22)  MK: 29 (.18)  CM: 7 (.18)  SC: 1.4 (.16)
DC: 11 (.06)  CW: 48 (.20)  RE: .80 (.15)  YG:  -.13 (.14)  MB: -.27 (.18)  $MI: 51
Explorer is the next performance Purebred bull in line who has a great spread and tremendous performance 
package—88-lb. BW and 1,478 YW—combined with outstanding phenotype and solid breed character. Long 
bodied and thick, it’s easy to see the growth power package in this young herd sire. If you want to make them 
grow and perform, go Exploring.
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MAGS EAGLE  - $40

COLE ARCHITECT 08A  - $50
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